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The MSCSW is pleased to announce that Dr. Kreisman will be speaking at our 
annual educational event this September. We fully expect for this event to sell out 
early so mark your calendars and get your tickets today! 

About the Presenter 
Dr. Jerold Kreisman, M.D., is a psychiatrist and best-selling author.  His books, I 
Hate You, Don't Leave Me, and Sometimes I Act Crazy. have been translated into 
several languages around the world.  He is an Associate Clinical Professor at St. 
Louis University and has been designated a Distinguished Life Fellow of the 
American Psychiatric Association.  He has lectured widely in both this country and 
abroad, and has appeared on many media programs, including The Oprah Winfrey 
Show. 

SCHEDULE 
September 12, 2015 at the Regional Arts Commission (RAC) on the Loop 
8:00 -  8:30   Refreshments, Networking and Check-In 
8:30 - 11:30  Conference  
11:30-1:00  Lunch Break (not provided) 
1:00- 4:00   Conference 

Register Today!  

To register for this conference please go to www.mscsw.com where you can 
register on line. If you need assistance with registering, call 314-583-5881. 
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MSCSW Survey Results  
Jennifer Voss, MSW, LCSW 

 

This spring the MSCSW board distributed a 
Survey Monkey to gather information about 
members’ involvement in the organization as 
well as their level of satisfaction with the 
MSCSW benefits.   

Summary of results: Twenty eight members 
responded.  Respondents ranked the three 
values of MSCSW.  Over half of them (57%) placed education as the top value with 
collaboration coming in second and advocacy, third.  To gain further information regarding 
members understanding of the list serve, the following questions were posed: Do you have a 
clear understanding of the purpose of the list serve? How can the list serve better serve you and your 
professional needs? Less than half (46%) of respondents are aware of the list serve and believe 
its beneficial for them and nearly 1/3  (32%) report they are signed up for the list serve but 
are unsure how to use it.  Less than a quarter of respondents (21%) report they are not 
aware there is a list serve.  Specific comments mention that additional information be sent 
as to how and when to use the list serve.  As many of you know, networking is a large 
component of the benefits which MSCSW provides.  When asked if MSCSW is meeting 
networking needs over 90% report networking expectations are met or exceeded. Lastly, 
nearly half of respondents report they have an interest in engaging in additional volunteer 
opportunities for MSCSW, including: hosting prior to a CEU event, becoming a student 
liaison, or being involved in membership recruitment.   

In regards to continuing education opportunities, MSCSW continues to provide CEU 
events nearly every month and is always open to additional suggestions regarding training 
opportunities.  Please contact us with any additional feedback about continuing education 
opportunities.  However, one of the most helpful pieces of information from this survey is in 
regards to the list serve.  Often times, there are few responses on the list serve to questions 
posed and most likely, this is a result of only a small amount of members being aware of the 
list serves benefits.  As a result, the board will soon compile a better description of the list 
serve as well as logistics in using it so as to better suit your needs.  If you have additional 
suggestions or feedback about any of the benefits of MSCSW, please contact any of the 
board members.  Thank you to those of you who participated in the survey! 
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Selma: Al Barton’s Story 
 Written by Laura Ranalletta, MSW 
 Recounted by Al Barton, LCSW 

 
Al recalls that when he was growing up, Selma’s population of 
approximately 30,000 people was about 60% African American and 
about 40% White. Now, the city is home to just over 20,000 people, 80% 
of whom are African American.  On the weekend of the 50th anniversary 
of Bloody Sunday, a reported 50,000 people from all over the 
world crowded the city of Selma.  
 

1

Al Barton, one of MSCSW’s board members, recently 
traveled to Selma, Alabama to commemorate the 50-
year anniversary of the civil rights march from Selma to 
Montgomery. For Al, his trip to Selma was particularly 
special as it was also a trip back home. I had the 
pleasure of sitting down with Al after his trip to hear 
about his experience –both growing up in Selma and 
visiting the city years later.  
 
Al recalls that when he was growing up, Selma’s 
population of approximately 30,000 people was about 
60% African American and about 40% White. Now, the 
city is home to just over 20,000 people, 80% of whom 
are African American.  On the weekend of the 
50th anniversary of Bloody Sunday, a reported 50,000 
people from all over the world crowded the city of 
Selma.  
 
Al grew up in Selma the youngest of 4 children, with 
three older sisters. His parents, both European 
immigrants, raised Al and his sisters with the help of an 
African American woman named Loma. As the 
youngest child and only son in the family, Al had a 
special bond with Loma growing up. He was her little 
“prince” and she was like his “second mother.”  
  
Despite his fond memories of Loma and growing up in 
Selma, Al does not deny the fact that times were 
different back then. In fact, Al reminisced about a time 
when his family took Loma to visit her family, who were 
sharecroppers. Al recalled sitting down to eat lunch that 
her family had cooked for them. He was on one end of 
the sharecropper’s cabin with his family while Loma sat 
with her family to eat on the other side. Young Al, 
confused by this segregated arrangement, walked up to 
Loma and requested that she come sit with 
him. Loma simply replied, “You sit there with your 

2

family, and I’ll sit here with mine.” And that’s how life in 
Selma was back then. “It was totally segregated,” says 
Al of his hometown.  
 
Al lived in Selma until he graduated from high school in 
1951. In fact, he, along with two of his sisters and six 
cousins left Selma after high school. When Al was 
growing up there were as many as 125 Jewish families 
in Selma, including his own. Al reported that “today, 
there are only 8 Jews left,” whose average age is 
75. This could be part of the reason that many of Al’s 
family members left and never went back. That, and 
the fact that the city is much different now, as many of 
the buildings are run down and the 
houses deteriorated.  
 
In 1965, Al’s friend Jim, a psychiatrist, invited him to fly 
down to Selma with a group of nuns to march and 
protest. While he felt that it was an important cause, Al 
declined. When Al was growing up, there 
were four Barton families living in Selma, and in 1965, 
they still ran businesses in the area. Al didn’t feel 
comfortable marching then, given his 
family’s presence in the community. However, Al’s 
family did do what they could to support the cause. In 
fact, his mother and sister, Betty, opened up their home 
to host doctors and nurses who traveled to Selma to 
provide medical aid as first responders. 
 

Continued on page 4 

 
Al reported that “today, 

there are only 8 Jews 
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Fifty years later, in March 
2015, Al and his son, Jason, 
decided to travel back to 
Selma to join his cousin, Dr. 
David Barton and his wife 
Lynn, from Nashville to 
honor the anniversary of 
Bloody Sunday. According 
to Al, people from all 
over the world congregated 
in Selma that weekend. 
Among the masses 
was John Lewis, who, in 
1965 was a 25 year-old 
student who led the march 

across the Edmund Pettus Bridge, and as a result, suffered a blow to the head from a state 
trooper, fracturing his skull. On the Saturday before the 50th anniversary of Bloody Sunday, Lewis 
introduced President Barack Obama, who spoke to the nation about progress that has been made 
and work that still needs to be done. 
 
On Sunday morning, busloads of people arrived at churches and the temple across the city. Al 
attended a service at the Temple Mishkan Israel where four rabbis, Rev. William Barber, David 
Goodman, the brother of martyred Andrew Goodman, and Dr. Susannah Heschel, the daughter of 
Rabbi Abraham Joshua who marched on the front line with Dr. King in Selma in 1965, spoke to the 
crowd before the march began.  
  
Once the services had ended, people began to gather at the Edmund Pettus Bridge to begin 
marching. Exactly fifty years prior, a protest on that very bridge would expose the horrific reality of 
racism in America as white troopers beat back 600 civil rights marchers on their way to the state 
capitol in Montgomery to demand the right to vote for all African Americans. Back then, the march 
was “orderly and organized […] almost like military discipline,” according to John Lewis. Fifty years 
later, the crowds were so large that the march was slow, hardly moving at all. Al and his family 
joined the march in the afternoon that day and tired quickly. Even after leaving the march, they 
continued to commemorate the day by attending an art exhibit that displayed the photography of 
Spider Martin, one of the few photojournalists present in Selma in 1965 over the whole week 
long course of events. According to Al, the energy throughout the city, not just at the bridge, was 
magnificent.   
  
Perhaps the most interesting thing for me to hear from Al were the various ways that Selma had 
changed since he lived there, but also the ways that things were still the same. As I think about 
Selma’s in 1965 versus Selma today, I am proud of the changes that our country has made, but at 
the same time, I can’t help but think that we may never see the end of all racism in this country. 
Nonetheless, as a social worker, I have to remind myself that sometimes we have to look for 
progress rather than perfection. 
 

 

Selma: Al Barton’s Story – Continued  
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First of all, I want to acknowledge Jesse for the great job he does---everything from having the 
sign-in sheets ready and lugging out our chairs from the closet---in addition to the advanced 
planning he does with “presenters,” bringing whatever s/he needs.  His energy is always gracious 
and kind, which I never take for granted from anyone. 
 
Next, I want to acknowledge all of you who showed up, who were willing to learn, who participated by 
thinking, speaking aloud, or doing what you were invited to do.  I loved listening to what you had to 
say; there certainly is an abundance of brain, heart, and soul power among our membership.  
 
And, I’d like to give a special thanks to Al Barton for his introduction of me---friend and colleague 
since 1975 or so.  When we met, Al and I both were in the process of transitioning from our 
current careers in the ‘70’s into our new ones as aspiring therapists.  My husband, John 
McClusky, was a terrific helper, also, managing “packet” distribution, power-point advancement, 
and reading slides out loud from time to time. 
 
Now to the thought that motivated me to write this article in the first place… 
 
In the presentation, I acquainted you all with an “Inner Voice Construct” from my newest book, and the name of the ‘inner 
voice’ that we each need to cultivate in ourselves for ourselves the most---the Nurturing Wise Big Self©.  His/her job it is to 
nurture and boundary each one of us and to serve as a wise, over-arching mentor to other parts of the self or “inner voices.”  
In our discussion, several of you contributed thoughts about what made it difficult for some of our clients to develop an inner 
voice or inner presence that is 100% on their side---creating a kind of self-talk that is basically very wise, very loving (firm 
and soft), and kind in nature.   
 
One woman said that so many people (loose paraphrase) felt utterly unworthy; they would find it foreign to imagine 
developing an inner voice that would speak in ways that would uplift them or stick up for them; having a Nurturing Wise Big 
Self© voice would certainly fly in the face of unworthiness self-talk, like, “I really don’t deserve this…” or, “Why would I 
imagine anyone wanting me to be happy or joyful?”  Feeling unworthy and speaking to one’s self like this (usually, in far 
worse ways) shows us what lurks in the background of a person’s mind, who, at one time in his/her life had been given the 
down-putting, soul-shaming message:  “you are unworthy.”   
 
So, of course, there would be lots of therapeutic work to do---understanding history’s influence, how it’s coming forward in 
various moments, what the impact of being made to feel unworthy has had on all aspects of one’s life, how it feels now, 
what is wanted instead, learning, growing, healing---as one moves into the new territory of getting on one’s own side.  Self-
talk would need to change over time.  New Mindsets would, hopefully, develop.  New neural pathways would form in the 
brain.  Feelings would shift into that which would provide better energy as inner transformation takes place.  Unworthiness 
would eventually transform into an unshakable knowing:  “I am a worthwhile person who can contribute to my own life and 
that of others.”   
 
In the workshop, when we were pondering the function, language, and energy of one’s Nurturing Wise Big Self©, I asked:  
“What do you think makes it so difficult for us to give to ourselves that which we often extend to others---nurturance, 
kindness, love, healthy boundaries, etc.?”  Steve Franklin offered us a great insight.  He said (another loose paraphrase), 
that “It might ask too much of us.”  Once I grasped what he meant, I thought this was terrific!  If we nurtured ourselves, what 
might we ask ourselves to be and do?  Who might we become?  If we strongly supported ourselves, how far out of our 
comfort zones might we be willing to go?  Might we even step into our greatness---described only by us and no one else---
where we’d give ourselves the chance to manifest our greatest potential?  What a concept!   As a result of profound shifts in 
the vast interior of one’s being, taking steps to manifest the deepest desires of one’s soul just might be next. 
 
 
 

Continued on Page 5 

Reflections on our Workshop: Working with 
the Energy of Your Clients and Their Self-Talk  

 
by Nicki McClusky, LCSW, PCC 
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I hope each one of us will do exactly that!  I hope you will allow yourself to take steps in order to manifest the “deepest desires 
of your soul” while becoming aware of (and listening to) what else longs to be done or experienced:  “Soul has the grandest 
vision for your life” and when effectively partnered with Ego---the aspect of you that is in touch with the material world---all 
manner of realizing one’s potential can take place.  (Alan Seale, Create A World That Works.) 
 
My favorite quote by Marianne Williamson, from her work, A Return to Love, comes to mind in response to Steve’s insight: 
 
     “Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are  
     powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us.  
     We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually,  
     who are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small does not serve  
     the world. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't  
     feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. We were born to  
     make manifest the glory of God that is within us. It's not just in some of us; it's in  
     everyone. And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people  
     permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence  
     automatically liberates others.” 
 
Yes, we might ask a lot of ourselves if or as we cultivate a powerful Nurturing Wise Big Self© inside of us.  Yes, if we truly 
develop an inner voice that nurtures, supports, guides and sustains us throughout the rest of our lives, just watch “what might 
want to happen.”   
 
Even if you don’t warm up to the notion of being “a child of God’s” as Williamson states, we are all still “meant to shine as 
children do.”  Facing our fears equips us to step into our power, living from our inner light.  And if the biggest fear we have is 
facing that we are “powerful beyond measure,” then I hope we all will get busy tackling that fear so we can live from our 
greatness (whatever that is for you).   
 
Asking a lot of ourselves can be a glorious thing.  Just imagine creating an energetic shift out of fear (100 on Hawkins’ 
Logorithmic Scale), upwards into power---Willingness (310) or Joy (540).  Yet we must have a voice inside of us that says, 
over and over, things like, “Of course you can be or do this, and I’ll be with you, 
supporting you each step of the way.” 
 
My book, How to Stop Being Too Hard on Yourself; Change Your Voices from the 
Inside Out, will likely be ‘out’ in the fall.  A whole chapter is devoted to how you can 
strengthen or develop your Nurturing Wise Big Self©.  Please be sure to check 
with me after October if you’re interested in getting your own copy.  In the 
meantime, thanks to all of you who chose to spend part of our weather-gorgeous 
Saturday with your colleagues and me at our April MSCSW meeting.  See you 
soon! 
 
 

Reflections on Our Workshop - Continued  
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CSWA Part of Plenary Session at CSWE 
Conference on Social Work Distance Education 

Susanna Ward, PhD, LCSW, CSWA President 

 
The CSWE Distance Learning Conference on April 16, 2015 in Indianapolis, 
Indiana had 400 Deans and Faculty at Schools of Social Work in attendance. 
The conference was also sponsored by the University of Indiana School of 
Social Work.  The panel topic was “Should Clinical Social Work be Taught and 
Practiced Online?”, included  Nancy Smyth (Dean, U Buffalo), Debra McPhee 
(Dean, U Fordham), Elizabeth Alvarado (Professor, residence at Hunter, online 
at Boston U) and CSWA’s own Laura Groshong, LICSW, Director, Policy and 
Practice.  Laura and Ms. Alvarado were on the “con” side while Drs. Smyth and 
McPhee were on the “pro” side. The pro side critiqued the CSWA position 
paper point by point but Laura and Liz did a great job explaining why they were 
ignoring what actually happens in the process of learning and practicing clinical 
social work.   

This panel was promoted as a debate and there was plenty of disagreement in 
the hour-long discussion that took place.  There was a significant, but not 
surprising, critique of the CSWA Position Paper on Distance Learning for 
MSWs on the “pro” side in opening statements.  The focus of the “con” side 
was the fact the 240,000 licensed clinical social workers in the country need 
the ability to form human connections that only in-person relationships in 
practicum and courses teaching clinical techniques can bring. The feeling of 
two worlds colliding became evident as the academic perspective of the “pro” 
side had a very different attitude from the “con” side where both panelists were 
clinicians. 

 Whether the debate changed anyone’s mind about the issue of whether 
clinical social work coursework or practicum should be conducted in-person 
was unclear.  The Position Paper was given a much wider audience than it had 
had previously in the academic social work community.  Many of those present 
mentioned the pressure that they are under from administrations or deans 
(some privately) to create online programs and the increased enrollment and 
income that go with them.  The fact that a significant majority of MSWs go into 
clinical practice was not addressed in detail by the deans and audience 
members.  The divide between practice and education is still one that needs to 
be bridged. 

Laura and I also met with the CSWE Executive Director, Darla Coffey, following 
the panel, and the CSWA Director of Accreditation, Jo Anne Regan to discuss 
CSWA’s having a role in the development of clinical coursework with CSWE in 
the future. 

As an aside, the CSWA Board by chance wound up sitting at the same table as 
USC representatives, the most extreme example of a school that promotes 
online education, making for interesting table discussions. 

CSWA is pleased to be able to represent clinical social work concerns about 
education and practice, in both the academic and clinical communities. 

 

CSWA Affiliated 
Societies 

Affiliated State Societies  
 
Alabama (not present) 
Arizona 
California (not present) 
Georgia (not present) 
Greater Washington 
Idaho (not present) 
Kentucky 
Minnesota (not present) 
Missouri 
New York 
North Carolina 
Pennsylvania 
South Carolina 
Texas 
Virginia 
Washington State 

Join the CSWA 
 
As a CSWA member, you will have the 
benefit of being part of the national voice 
for social workers. CSWA members have 
access to the new HIPAA forms and other 
vital resources to help LCSWs work with 
the ever changing political and regulatory 
environment.  CSWA members are also a 
part of the national CSWA list serve and 
receive up to date information about 
advocacy, policy changes and upcoming 
issues related to the profession. Currently, 
the CSWA has around 500 individual 
members, but this number is growing and 
they are asking all state societies to 
encourage members to join the CSWA to 
strengthen our national voice and better 
serve LCSWs. Join the MSCSW and you 
will receive a discount on both you CSWA 
and MSCSW membership fee!  

clinicalsocialworkassociation.org 
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MSCSW Membership 

Ting Ting Lau 
Ms. Lau earned a Master’s degree in Social Worker from 
Washington University and a MBA in Webster University. She 
previously worked for Community Mental Health Center for 
years as a case manager and facilitated counseling groups. She 
is currently working in a psychiatric hospital for 
evaluation/assessments. Her areas of clinical interest include 
major depression, anxiety order, eating disorders, PTSD and 
addiction. 

Kathryn Stinson 
I am glad to be returning to the MSCSW after a hiatus. I work 
with LGBT clients, cancer patients, and people going through 
life transitions and recovering from trauma of all kinds. I look 
forward to getting more involved in the Society. 

Becky Floyd 
 I have been a social worker for fifteen years starting with 
counseling children and families and then moving to medical 
social work. I now work for Anthem as a Quality Coach for 
nurses and supervise for Clinical Licensure. 

DeLores Lacey 
Dr. Delores Lee Lacey, MSW,LCSW,SAP, is a Clinical Social 
Worker Specialist in Saint Louis, Missouri. She attended and 
graduated with honors from medical school in 2002, having 13 
years of diverse experiences.  

Clifton Glore 
Clifton Glore, MSW, LCSW, maintains a private counseling 
practice in Sunset Hills, MO. He specializes in Relationship 
Management, LGBTQ issues, Grief and Loss, Older Adults, 
and Professional Career Development. Learn more about 
Clifton on his website www.cliftongloretherapy.com. 

Michelle Goldstein 
Michelle has been in the social work field for 20 years. She 
specializes in helping clients achieve wellness through 
alternative and holistic approaches. 

Kate Timmermann 
Kate graduated with her MSW from the university of Kentucky. 
She currently works as a psychiatric social worker at St. Alexius 
Hospital. 

 

Counseling Available for Low Income Clients 
We have openings in our sliding scale services for low income clients 
(adult or teen, couples) Sliding scale starts at $100 and slides down to 
$1 based on household income and dependents.   

(current trainees are MSW graduates working on LCSW or gaining 
supervision in specifically outpatient clinical services) 

Mercy Professional Services, Inc. 
8420 Delmar Blvd.  
Michelle Salois, RN, LCSW  
Clinical Supervisor 

Jesse’s New Business and Website 
Jesse Berg has recently started a small training organization called 
“Intrinsic Change” that offers trainings and consulting in motivational 
interviewing to organizations and groups in the St. Louis area. Visit his 
new website at www.intrinsicchange.com 

Upcoming Therapy Groups With Kelly Caul 
Quieting the Storm: Empowering Young Women 
Summer Sessions begin Monday June 1  
4:30-6:00pm 9th and 10th graders 
6:30-8:00pm 11th and 12th graders  

Girls With Strength: Discover your Voice...Find your Power 
Summer Session Begins Wednesday June 10 4:00-5:00 PM 

National Better Marriage Conference 
Sheraton Westport Lakeside Chalet Hotel 
July 9th – 11th  
MSCSW Member Linda Smith will be speaking 
visit website for more info: www.bettermarriages.net/conference 
 
Clinical Supervisor Available 
Becky Floyd is currently accepting new supervisees for clinical 
supervision. Contact her by searching “find a social worker” on our 
website www.mscsw.com  

Hiring for New Executive Director of MSCSW 
The Missouri Society for Clinical Social Work is hiring a new 
Executive Director. Jesse will be stepping down as ED in July 2015. 
Jesse and the Board will be conducting interviews during the month of 
June. If you or someone you know is interested in applying for this 
part-time position, visit the MSCSW website for a full job description: 
www.mscsw.com 

 

 

 

New Members Member Announcements 
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Renew Your Membership 
Today! 
Your MSCSW Membership is an important part of keeping your skills and license up to date. Don’t put 
it off, renew today! If you renew before September 1st, you will save $10 off of your membership fee. For 
pricing details see below. Renew today by logging onto our website or calling Jesse at the number below. 

Renewal Date  LCSW 1 year / 2 year  LMSW 1 year / 2 year 
 Prior to June 1   $110.00 / $210.00  $60.00 / $110.00 
 June 1 - Sept 1   $120.00 / $220.00  $70.00 / $120.00 
 Sept 1 - Dec 1   $130.00 / $230.00  $80.00 / $130.00 

  
 

 

MSCSW Vision  
Local Voice for Clinical Social Work  

 
MSCSW Mission 

Support Licensed Clinical Social Workers through 
advocacy, collaboration and education 

Missouri Society for Clinical Social Work 
8420 Delmar Blvd., Suite 209 
St. Louis, MO 63124 

 

Jesse Berg, MSW, LMSW 
Executive Director MSCSW 

www.MSCSW.com 
Director@mscsw.com 

(314) 583-5881 
 


